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A cylinder of radius \( R \) (not small) and mass \( M \) rolls without sliding on a surface with the shape shown. It starts from rest.

(a) Calculate the largest possible value of \( h \), such that the cylinder does not leave the surface when it passes over the hump. \( h \) is measured to the center of mass of the cylinder. Express this in terms of \( R \) and \( A \) (the radius of curvature of the top of the hump). The top of the hump is \( 2A \) above the ground.

\[ E_{\text{total}} = Mgh \quad \text{[Not } Mgh(h+R) \text{ because } h \text{ is measured to the center of mass of the cylinder]} \]

\[ E_{\text{hump}} = Mg(2A+R) + \frac{1}{2} Mv^2 + \frac{1}{2} I \omega^2 \]

\[ E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{hump}} \Rightarrow Mgh = Mg(2A+R) + \frac{1}{2} Mv^2 + \frac{1}{2} I \omega^2 \]

Putting it all together: 
\[ Mgh = Mg(2A+R) + \frac{1}{2} Mv^2 + \frac{1}{2} I \omega^2 \]

\[ h = 2A + R + \frac{1}{2} (A+R) + \frac{1}{2} (A+R) \]

\[ h = \frac{1}{4} (7R + 11A) \]

(b) For the starting value of \( h \) calculated in (a), the apparent weight of the cylinder at \( C \) is found to be 4 Mg. Find the radius of curvature at \( C \).

\[
\begin{align*}
V_C &= 3g(R_c-R) \\
V_C &= R_w \\
E_{\text{conservation}} &= \frac{1}{2} Mv_C^2 + \frac{1}{2} I \omega_C^2 + Mgh \\
\Rightarrow Mgh &= \frac{1}{2} Mv_C^2 + \frac{1}{2} I \omega_C^2 + Mgh \\
\Rightarrow h &= R + \frac{g}{3} (R_c-R) \\
&= \frac{R_c}{4} (12R+11A)
\end{align*}
\]